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TECHNICAL ADDENDUM 

PERMACONN:  Panel ID Clash Reporting 
 
Background: The Permaconn communicator acquires the four digit panel ID when an alarm panel dials and sends a 

Contact ID message to the central station. The panel ID sent by the Permaconn to the central station is updated every 

time the panel dials and sends an event. If there is a different panel ID for a partition in the alarm panel then the 

updated Panel ID will be sent.  

Definition: Panel ID Clash Reporting: When two or more Permaconn devices report to the same central station, using 

the same panel ID / account number.  

When an event is sent from a Permaconn communicator unit using the same panel ID as an existing unit to the same 

central station an ‘E 300 00 984’ will be sent immediately to inform the operator that the Panel ID is duplicated. There 

is no restore sent for this event.  

The duplicate Permaconn can be found by following the procedure below-  

Log into Atlas 

Ping the Panel ID [A1777] 

Check for ‘Alert’ in the event stream  

 

Alternatively you can check in the notes using the ‘History’ tab   

 

Add this event to Special Contact ID reporting codes  

Event ID  Partition Zone  Description 

E300 00 984 Panel ID Clash - Check In Atlas for duplicate.  

 

A1777

A1777

A1777

A1777A1777

11478 11477
Both Permaconn Devices

Monitored by the same

Central Station

 

If an operator see’s a clash event, he/she must research the origin of this event, because it is 
more than likely that the event is not originating at the expected premises. Pinging a device in 
Atlas will result show the clash event in both devices contact ID event streams. 
Clicking the event will show more data about the clash. 
 

 

Select to instantly 

ping other device 


